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This research establishes a better understanding of the syntax choices in speech interactions and of how speech, gesture, and multimodal
gesture and speech interactions are produced by users in unconstrained object manipulation environments using augmented reality.
The work presents a multimodal elicitation study conducted with 24 participants. The canonical referents for translation, rotation, and
scale were used along with some abstract referents (create, destroy, and select). In this study time windows for gesture and speech
multimodal interactions are developed using the start and stop times of gestures and speech as well as the stoke times for gestures.
While gestures commonly precede speech by 81 ms we find that the stroke of the gesture is commonly within 10 ms of the start of
speech. Indicating that the information content of a gesture and its co-occurring speech are well aligned to each other. Lastly, the
trends across the most common proposals for each modality are examined. Showing that the disagreement between proposals is often
caused by a variation of hand posture or syntax. Allowing us to present aliasing recommendations to increase the percentage of users’
natural interactions captured by future multimodal interactive systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Establishing impactful unimodal and multimodal interaction techniques for augmented reality (AR) head-mounted
displays (HMDs) starts with understanding unconstrained user behavior. Gesture and speech show promise as the
inputs that will be well suited for use in AR-HMDs. Both of these modalities can be tracked with the sensors that come
standard on most consumer-available AR-HMDs such as the Microsoft Hololens 2. This minimalism is beneficial. When
using AR-HMDs people will likely seek to carry as little extra technology as possible.
Gestures and speech have strengths as both unimodal and multimodal inputs [37]. These strengths have not yet
fully been examined. Speech has been found well suited for abstract tasks such as multi-object manipulation [49] or
selecting a device out of a set of devices [63]. Gestures have been found well suited for direct manipulation [49]. The
combination of these modalities can provide a more rich interaction environment than either alone. By understanding
the strengths and synergies of these modalities we can better design systems for the end-user.
We can see some of the impacts of new interaction paradigms in the widespread use of multi-touch devices (e.g.,touch
screen cell phones) reaching populations that do not commonly use computers but can benefit from the use of technology
[18]. Augmented reality is one of the technologies expected to become pervasive in the future, and with that, interactions
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in AR-HMD environments will become pervasive. Proof AR-HMDs’ increased prevalence can been seen in the the United
States government’s purchase of 100, 000 Microsoft HoloLens 2 units for Army use [9]. There is little standardization
for mid-air gestures AR environments [16], the same can be said for speech inputs. Co-occurring gesture and speech
interactions, where both gestures and speech are used to convey a message within close temporal proximity of each
other, have been analyzed within the context of human to human interaction [26, 33, 36], however, the unconstrained
generation of these inputs in human-computer interaction (HCI) has been far less commonly examined [21, 35, 37].
This research presents a study in which participants are tasked with interacting with a virtual object both unimodally
and multimodally in an optical see-through AR-HMD environment. These interactions were unconstrained. Gestures,
speech, and co-occurring gesture and speech interactions were each tested independently. The main goal of this research
was to provide insight on speech interactions, with and without gestures, for object manipulation in AR. To provide
robust comparisons, unimodal gesture alone interactions were also examined.
The contributions of this research include a detailed analysis of these input modalities’ interactions and insights into
the changes in those interactions when used multimodally as opposed to unimodally are given. Instead of presenting a
single consensus set for each modality, we highlight the common proposals, themes across proposals, and the syntax used
for speech interactions. Lastly, timing windows based on the phases of a co-occurring gesture and speech interaction
are constructed. Showing that the information content of an interaction is closely aligned with the stroke of a gesture.
Based on those findings this paper establishes some guidelines for multimodal gesture and speech input development
in this emerging area.
1.1 Motivation
Interactions with systems should be intuitive [41]. One way of achieving that is by leveraging interaction modalities that
we are familiar with. Interpersonal communication is rich with gesture and speech interaction [33]. Communication is
formed in both gesture and speech channels simultaneously, with each channel impacting the formation of a message
by the other channel [26]. Enabling a system to accept gesture and speech as both unimodal and multimodal input
channels, is an important step towards creating intuitive augmented reality interaction design.
When participants were given the option to chose modalities, they chose to combine gesture and speech inputs 60%
to 70% of the time [15, 19]. This preference can be used to improve recognition [12]. End-users feel that interactions
with a system are more natural when they can chose input modalities based on their preference [4, 25]. By leveraging
this preference and multimodal inputs, many benefits can be realized. The use of multiple input channels can lead to
mutual disambiguation of information lost in the other channel [24, 29, 45], as well as lead to less verbose interactions
by allowing for two communication channels to send non-redundant information simultaneously [17]. Gesticulation is
closely linked to the structure of co-occurring speech, allowing for better error recovery in recognizers [29].
Optical see-trough AR-HMDs (e.g., Magic Leap One and Microsoft Hololens versions 1 & 2) are starting to implement
gesture and speech interactions. That said, these interactions could still use much improvement. Some of the interactions
implemented seem built to improve recognition accuracy rather than improving user experience. For example, Magic
Leap’s C gesture is fairly easy to detect (being a static symbolic gesture) but may not be the most intuitive. Often if
gesture sets are not designed with an emphasis on recognition they are designed by experts [62]. User-defined gesture
sets have been shown to be up to 24% more memorable [40] and to be preferred to expert-designed gesture sets [61].
This work is not on multimodal fusion (or recognition) [11], rather, it is on multimodal interaction, input generation,
and design. Nevertheless, the results of our study can be used by researchers working on multimodal fusion. We use
participatory design guidelines to work with potential end-users of AR-HMDs to find what inputs within each modality
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they would instinctively use [37, 61]. The timing information for phases of a multimodal interaction can help tune
recognition windows in multimodal fusion systems. The combination of work on elicitation, such as this study, and
multimodal fusion will help HCI build systems with more natural interactions. The technological gap between the
feasibility of traditional inputs and gesture with speech inputs is being minimized, soon the later may become more
efficient [4]. This work provides information on the top few interaction proposals for each modality, interaction themes
across modalities, co-occurring gesture and speech timing information by phase of interaction, and design guidelines
on input design for AR building environments.
2 PREVIOUS WORK
2.1 Gesture Elicitation
Elicitation is a type of study that aims at mapping inputs to emerging technologies through participatory design. The
elicited inputs should be discoverable to novice users of systems [61]. A second product of elicitation studies is a better
understanding of user behavior. Elicitation studies have shown that upper-body gestures are preferred in whole-body
gesture systems [43], and that gestures produced are impacted by the size of the object [51, 55]. Elicitation has seen use
for many input domains such as multi-touch surfaces [10, 34], and mobile devices [53], to internet of things use [63].
Elicitation studies typically use a Wizard of Oz (WoZ) experiment design [60, 61]. WoZ experiment design can be
used to remove the gulf of execution between the participant and the system by removing the systems input recognizer
[61]. In a WoZ elicitation experiment, a participant is shown a command (referent) to execute such as move down. The
participant generates an input proposal for that referent which causes an experimenter to emulate the recognition of
that input. In this work that is changed slightly to allow for better collection of speech results. For the command move
down in this experiment, a participant was shown a virtual object moving down after which they would be asked to
generate a command to produce that effect. By running the study this way we were able to collect inputs for a system
that does not have a perfect recognizer or fusion model.
One outcome of an elicitation study is the production of a mapped set of inputs called a consensus set [10, 14]. More
useful than a single set of mapped inputs is the observational data that comes from elicitation studies. This includes
insight on the formation of inputs, the times surrounding input generation, and trends in user preferences for inputs and
input modalities. An example of these extended benefits is the finding that the size of a gesture proposed is impacted
by the size of the object shown [55]. This work extends previous gesture elicitation studies in AR [50] by testing the
additional modalities of speech alone and multimodal gesture and speech interactions and allowing unconstrained
gesture proposals for each referent. Furthermore, the set of interactions presented here shows the top few proposals
allowing better interpretation of trends in gesture formation.
2.2 Gesture and Speech studies
A large portion of multimodal gesture and speech input studies have been focused on finding ways to combine them
using multimodal fusion models [5, 11, 23, 47]. There has also been work on finding the timing windows for co-occurring
gesture and speech interactions [30]. Some of this work looks at the usability of constrained sets of inputs such as
limited gesture sets [13] or limited speech dictionaries [30]. These types of works look for a better understanding of a
combination of the feasibility of inputs, the adaptability of people to constrained inputs, and the implementation or
accuracy of fusion models for gesture and speech recognition. These works typically start with live mapped inputs and
test usability or accuracy. The work presented here is very different in that there are no constraints imposed
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on input proposals, and deliberate efforts were made to remove text based priming in the speech condition.
Participants are invited to generate any input proposal they see fit for the given referent and input modality.
While a few studies look at gesture and speech inputs have examined mid-air gestures [2, 11, 20, 27, 30, 37], some
only looked at a subset of gesturing such as pointing gestures [7, 52], paddling gestures [21], or two dimensional (2D)
gestures [35, 52]. The work presented here examines any mid-air gesture and / or utterance that a participant feels is
appropriate for a given referent.
This study extends previous works done on multimodal gesture and speech elicitation [27, 37]. This extension is seen
in the results reported and the methodology used. A previous study on interactions for computer-aided design program
usage on 2d screens tested both gesture and gesture or speech interactions [27]. In that experiment, gestures were tested
independently then gesture with optional speech was tested. This is different from our choice to examine each input
individually. In both studies the referents were shown as animations, however, in this study participants were told that
they were interacting with a system whereas Khan et al. asked participants to describe the referents to another person
via a video chat [27]. The use case of computer-aided design as well as the choice of observing interactions compared
to referent descriptions is markedly different, with examples of the referents used there being extrude surface or pan.
This work also extends the results of a study done on eliciting commands for television-based web browsing [37].
That study used paired elicitation where participants would sit in groups on a couch and propose either gesture, speech,
or gesture and speech commands, as compared to the individual elicitation technique used here. That study also only
examined the input modalities in a single pass where participants were allowed to produce any command in any
modality or a combination of modalities. An important distinction is that referents were shown as text and read aloud
by the experimenter in Morris, 2012 [37]. In this study we examine interaction proposals without text prompting.
This work differs from previous gesture and speech elicitation studies in several important ways. This work does not
present users with any text when showing referents. Participants are not paired and are asked to produce an input
for each modality. This is in comparison to prior works which commonly allows users to chose which modality they
use when generating input proposals [59]. This work aims on finding intuitive inputs across the gesture, speech, and
co-occurring gesture and speech interactions. This work does not attempt to improve gesture or speech recognition,
nor does it attempt to build better multimodal fusion models. It is our hope that these results can be used towards those
goals in future studies.
3 METHODS
3.1 Pilot Studies
Two versions of this study were run to assess the impact of referent display on proposal generation. The results of
these pilot studies were used to inform the methodology decisions made in this experiment. These each used 6 people.
In one of the pilot studies, we display the referents as text on the screen, which is different from our final design. The
first pilot study’s design is comparable to [37, 61]. In the second pilot study, we displayed the referent by showing the
participants an animation of the intended effect of the interaction they would propose. The second pilot study’s design
is comparable to [27]. Both the pilot studies and this study tested the same input modalities, those being, gesture and
speech, speech alone, and gesture alone.
In the first pilot study, there was evidence that text referents primed speech production. If the referent was move
right the utterance was commonly “move right”. This effect was more pronounced for translations, rotations had more
variance in proposals but still showed signs of biasing. Repeating referents when producing speech proposals, such
as saying “new tab” for the referent new tab, can be seen in the results of Morris, 2012 [37]. When the referents were
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shown as animations in the second pilot study, people would often mirror that animation in the gesture they produced.
These mirrored gestures were often direct manipulations which are not uncommon in gesture interfaces [8], however,
when designing inputs that priming could be problematic. The effect animations biasing gestures can be seen in the
study done by Khan et al. 2019 [27], such as a pan gesture that mirrors the motion of the animation used.
This study’s goal was to understand user speech behavior both alone and when co-occurring with gestures. With
that in mind, we have chosen to show the referents as an animation. The only text shown to the participant was the
input modality requested (e.g. “gesture only”, “speech only”, “gesture and speech”). This will allow us to have more
robust speech results than when showing a text based referent. Another choice in elicitation methodology used in this
experiment was to not have think aloud protocol as seen in [61]. The process of thinking out loud while generating
speech proposals would confound the results, making speech data less reliable.
3.2 Methodology
This study was run as a within-subjects (i.e. repeated measures) elicitation study. The goal of this work was to gain a
better understanding of the production of gestures, speech, and co-occurring gestures and speech when interacting
with three-dimensional (3D) objects in an optical see-through AR-HMD. Participants were asked to generate proposals
for gesture alone, speech alone, and multimodal gesture and speech interactions. These input modalities were presented
in a counterbalanced order. Within each input, participants were asked to generate an interaction proposal for each
referent. Meaning that a participant may be assigned the speech input modality first, then be asked to generate a speech
proposal for each referent before progressing to either the gesture or gesture and speech condition. Referents were
displayed in random order with each occurring once per input modality. The experimental setup is illustrated in Figure
1. Participants were told that they were guessing the interaction that someone in a different room was using to execute
the referent they were presented with. A single referent sequence was a blank screen, a cube appearing, a 2-second
pause, the cube playing an animation of the referent, then the participant proposing their input. The animation playing
first removes the notion that the participant is directly interacting with the system. However, their belief that someone
else is interacting with this system in a separate room, and the onscreen gesture aids (described later), caused the user
to feel that this was a live system.
Fig. 1. Experimental Set up: Left, participant view, Right: participant
The referents (i.e. actions) that were used included the canonical manipulations (i.e. selection, rotation, positioning)
found in [8] and the interactions that would be commonly used in a 3D manipulation or building task. They include
translation and rotation on each axis, scaling, selection, and the creation or deletion of an object. This study looks at the
use case of a 3D environment such as an architecture application, where objects must be manipulated and placed within
that environment. This can be extended into interactive learning environments or data visualization environments
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where manipulating virtual content can provide better learning outcomes [48]. Most optical see-through AR-HMDs
(e.g., Magic Leap One) and some VR-HMDs (e.g., Oculus Quest) have built in ego-centric sensors. With that in mind, the
gestures in this study were analyzed by viewing the ego-centric interactions within the environment.
The metrics used for gesture proposal interpretation are Agreement Rate (AR )1, co-agreement rate (CAR ) , and
the (Vrd ) significance test [57, 58, 61].AR is the proportion of proposals in agreement over the total possible proposals
pairs in agreement. High AR can be interpreted as more consensus among participants in the proposals generated for
a given referent. This metric is used at the referent level meaning that a given proposal will not have an associated
AR but a referent will. Based on distributions of AR over various sample sizes participants an AR of 0.3 has been
said to indicate high agreement given our N of 24 [57]. The Vrd is a test of the difference in agreement rates between k
referents. A low p-value indicates that there is a difference between the tested referents. The CAR can be seen as the
percent of participants that agree on proposals for k referents. Fleiss’ Kappa and the associated chance agreement term
are used to justify using an AR of 0.3 as high [56].
For speech proposal analysis the consensus-distinct ratio (CDR ) and max-consensus (MC ) were used [37]. The
CDR is the percent of matching proposals that have been suggested by more than a recommended baseline of two
participants out of all the proposals for a given referent [37].MC is equal to the percent of participants proposing the
top-ranking proposal. The combination of these metrics can be used to see the peak and spread of speech proposals.
3.3 Participants
The study consisted of 24 volunteers (10 Female, 14 Male). Participants were recruited using emails and word of mouth.
Participants were 18 - 46 years old (Mean = 25, SD = 6.9). Six participants had less than half an hour of previous AR-HMD
usage experience, the other participants had no prior device usage. All participants reported normal or corrected to
normal vision. Five participants reported being left-handed. Five participants reported weekly use of VR. Only one of 2
of those participants used VR more than 5 hours weekly (5 hours, 10 hours), the rest were 1-3 hours weekly.
3.4 Procedure
For each session participants started by completing the informed consent and demographic questionnaire. That
questionnaire asked about prior device usage (AR, VR, multi-touch), age, handedness, vision, and gender. A two-
minute instruction video was shown describing the experiment after which the participant could ask the experimenter
questions. During the video, they were told that any utterance or gesture either one-handed or two-handed, produced
was acceptable. The participant would then don the AR-HMD and complete a practice trial for each input modality.
During the practice trials, the participant could ask any questions they had and adjust the device. Participants were also
alerted to the devices gesture recognition aid shown (Figure 1) during the practice. This aid was an image of the outline
of a left and right hand. The hands were white when a participant’s corresponding hand was inside the device’s gesture
sensing range. They would be red with a line through them when the participant’s corresponding hand was outside of
the device’s recognition range. This aid was provided to help prompt participants to generate gesture proposals that
could be used in AR-HMDs as well as to add more immersion to the interactions with the object in the experiment. As
this was a WoZ study, the aid was only adding realism to the task, no gestures were recognized.
The referents were shown as animations (showing the object then moving it left over 2 seconds for the referent move
left). No text was shown to the user. For three referents animations that were not basic movements had to be shown.
For the create and delete referents particle effects of an object appearing or disappearing over two seconds were used.
1Please note that agreement rate AR uses a different font to avoid confusion with AR for augmented reality.
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For the select referent, the object was highlighted by increasing its hue and adding a light outline. Each referent was
presented as a cube rendered 50cm in front of a user’s display. The modality to use for the proposals was shown as text
above the cube. The experimenter would trigger the loading of the next referent a few seconds after a proposal was
generated by the participant. The new referent would always appear in the center of the participant’s display, stay
there for 2 seconds, then execute the animation for the referent.
3.5 Apparatus
This experiment was conducted using a Magic Leap One optical see-through AR-HMD. The WoZ system was developed
in Unreal Engine 4.23.0. A Windows 10 professional computer with an Intel i9-9900k 3.6GHz processor and an Nvidia
RTX 2080Ti graphics card was used for development. Data were recorded on the Magic Leap One. A GoPro hero 7 black
was used to record an ego-centric view of the interactions for analysis. A 4k camera was used to record an exo-centric
view of the interactions as a backup to the GoPro.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Gestures Proposals
4.1.1 Gestures from the unimodal gesture block. The average AR observed for the gesture block was 0.302 with
κF = .257. Given our sample size of 24 and the low chance agreement term (pe = .052) used in Fleiss’ Kappa coefficient
we consider rates above 0.3 as high levels of consensus [56, 57]. Agreement rates are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Agreement rates per referent by block
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Gesture 0.21 0.11 0.28 0.37 0.38 0.49 0.44 0.28 0.49 0.16 0.28 0.56 0.39 0.09 0.14 0.25 0.22
Gesture and Speech 0.09 0.05 0.18 0.50 0.29 0.33 0.32 0.34 0.35 0.19 0.22 0.28 0.45 0.09 0.14 0.15 0.25
Legend: C: clockwise, CC: counterclockwise, Highlighted cells have high agreement
The effect of referent type on agreement rates was observed to be significant (Vrd (16,N=408) = 510.342,p = .001).
High agreement was found for each of the translation referents exceptmove away, and for both the roll clockwise and roll
counterclockwise referents (Table 1). The highestARwas found in the roll clockwise referent (ARroll clockwise = .56). A
mapping of the frequency of gesture proposals with more than three participants suggesting them and the corresponding
referents can be seen in Figure 2. The gestures from the gesture block have “G” next to the referent name.
The more abstract referents, Create, Delete, and even select exhibited low agreement rates (ARshr ink = .14,
ARdelete = .11, ARSelect = .09). This is mostly due to disagreement between proposals shown by an increase in the
count of colored cells in Figure 2. Common hand poses and movements are shown in Figure 3. Select had low AR due
to participants having a difficult time interpreting the referent animation. select’s animation showed the cube normally
(left side of Figure 1) then gradually becoming highlighted by reducing the hue after a 2-second delay. In pilot tests on
the select referent we attempted other visualizations such as bouncing, or an arrow appearing and pointing at the cube.
These animations primed the speech and gesture produced. The highlight animation had the highest rate of participants
guess what it was, but that rate was still fairly low.
The translation referents (up, down, left, right, away, andmove away) had high gesture agreement among participants
(ARtranslations = .432). Among these translational referents, the direction of motion displayed a significant effect on
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Fig. 2. Gesture proposal frequency by referent for gestures from the gesture and the gesture and speech blocks
Legend: G: Gesture Block, GS: Gesture and Speech block, TwoH: Two handed gesture, Open: fingers open, Grab: hand
closed, Pinch: two or three finger pinching, z: up, x: forward, y: side
agreement rates (Vrd (5,N=144) = 52.765,p < .001). A significant difference in agreement was observed for referents
towards and away (Vrd(1,N=48) = 9.921,p < .01). Roll clockwise and roll counterclockwise had high AR with an average
(ARroll = .475). This was higher than the average AR for all the rotational referents (ARrotations = .31) which
drops to (ARrotations without roll = .23) when roll is removed. We believe that participants may not have had much
experience with altering the pitch or yaw of virtual objects and this is reflected with the low AR . The excepting being
roll manipulations, which seem more common with objects like clock hands moving that way, inflating their AR .
There was low AR for shrink and expand, which is surprising due to the prevalence of touchscreen phones and
near-daily use of the two-finger zoom-in and zoom-out commands. Those gestures occurred with some frequency,
however, there were a high number of two-handed comparable gestures proposed (Figure 2). For these people would
pinch either corner and pull or push their hands away or towards other either diagonally or horizontally.
The heatmap in Figure 2 helps show the trends among gesture proposals, darker colors indicate more proposals. The
gestures mapped are all reversible gestures meaning a movement in the opposite direction is the mirror of the gesture.
An example of this is seen in the gesture for move up which was a palm up push up where move down was a palm down
push down. The referents move left and move right had very few different proposals indicating high agreement on
the appropriate gesture. Whereas, referents like select had a high range of proposals given. When examining the plot
horizontally by proposal instead of vertically by referent trends in how participants map the same gesture to multiple
actions are seen. For example, an open hand swipe either left or right was used for 9 referents. The uses make sense, a
quick swipe from right to left could be seen as deleting an object, or touching the side of an object and moving left or
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right would change its yaw. The “Bloom” gesture was used for every abstract referent. The variations present in some
manipulations were only in the pose of the hand, or the number of hands, but not the motion of the gesture. Move up
had three common proposals with each centering around some sort of grab and a movement on the z-axis.
Fig. 3. Hand pose examples, two handed gesture example, and common gestures by category of movement or type of gesture
Legend: *: reversible gesture, ∧: commonly two handed, z: up/down, x: forward/back, y: left/right
4.1.2 Gestures from the multimodal gestures and speech block. The results for the gesture proposals from the gesture
and speech are very similar to the gestures from the gesture alone block. By comparing columns with the matching
referent names (e.g. create G and create GS), an image of the differences of proposals across these blocks can be drawn.
The overall agreement rate observed for the gestures in the gesture and speech block was 0.247 with κF = .218. The
low chance agreement term (pe = .037) used in Fleiss’ Kappa coefficient indicates an agreement beyond chance [56],
allowing us to consider AR rates above 0.3 as high [57]. The agreement rates for each referent are shown in Table 1.
The effect of referent type on agreement rates was observed to be significant (Vrd (16,N=408) = 904.091,p = .001).
High agreement was found for each of the translation referents except Move Down ARMove Down = .29. This
was caused by an increase in the number of “drop” gesture proposals. Roll counterclockwise also exhibited high
AR(ARRoll counterclockwise = .45) (Figure 1). The highestARwas found in theMoveAway referent (ARMove Away =
.5). A mapping of the frequency of the top gesture proposals and the corresponding referents can be seen in Figure 2.
The abstract referents Create, Delete, and select exhibited low agreement rates (ARCreate = .09, ARDelete = .05,
ARSelect = .09). This is mostly due to disagreement between proposals shown by an increase in the count of colored
cells in Figure 2. As in the gesture block, select had low AR due to participants having difficulties interpreting the
referent’s animation. The translation referents (up, down, left, right, away, and move away) had high gesture agreement
(average AR = .355). A significant disparity was observed for referents roll clockwise and roll counterclockwise
(Vrd (1,N=48) = 59.522,p = .001). Roll clockwise and roll counterclockwise had high AR with an average of (ARRoll =
.475. This was higher than the average AR for all the rotational referents (ARRotations = .31) which drops to
(ARRotations without roll = .23) when roll is removed. We believe that participants may not have had much experience
with altering the pitch or yaw of virtual objects and this is reflected with the lowAR . As in the gesture block the scale
referents had low ARShr ink,Enlarдe = .18, .14.
The bulk of the gestures shown in Figure 2 are direct manipulation gestures. Translations are concentrated in a
few gestures where rotations are spread across more proposals. Even so, most rotation proposals involved tracing or
moving a participant’s hand in a circle. In the case of most of the referents, there was an increased spread of gesture
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proposals in the gesture and speech block. This was not the case for every referent, some such as move left and roll
counterclockwise have a decreased number of proposals in the gesture and speech block. Largely the gestures used did
not change drastically between the two blocks.
4.2 Speech Proposals
Displaying the referent in elicitation studies [42] and reading the referent aloud in gesture and speech elicitation
studies [37] both have precedence. These practices can prime the utterances proposed. When interpreting these results
remember that neither think out-loud protocol nor text was used for referents. The participant only saw an animation
of the referent being executed. When analyzing speech proposals we have dropped the object specifier to remove a
level of increased proposal complexity. We believe that if an object is already selected, using the command "Move the
cube right" and "move right" could be reasonably considered the same, the exception being the select referent.
Table 2. Frequency of syntax format by block
<action> <action>
<direction>
<action> <object>
<direction>
<action>
<object>
<direction>
Speech 28.19% 47.06% 14.22% 9.31% 1.23%
Gesture and speech 38.48% 39.95% 12.99% 6.86% 1.72%
4.2.1 Speech from the unimodal speech block. While were told that any utterance or sentence was acceptable, they
primarily stuck to <action> <direction> or <action> <direction> syntax structure. The rates for syntax are found
in table 2. The difference between <action> <direction> and <action> <object> <direction> was only a descriptive
specifier of the object (e.g. “cube”). The <action> and <direction> words were the same as found when no specifier
was used (e.g. “move the cube left” would be “move left”).
TheMCand CDR for this block are shown in Figure 3. Note thatMC is equal to the percentage of participants propos-
ing the top proposal per referent, shown in the "Top proposal" column in Table 3. Yaw referents had some of the highest
CDR indicating high disagreement among participants on the utterances proposed (CDRYaw left,Yaw right = .62, .78).
Delete also had a high amount of disagreement among proposals (CDRDelete = .57). Both create and shrink had low
CDR (CDRCreate, Shr ink = .18, .25). Low CDRmeans that most participants grouped around the top proposals. The
rest of the referents hold moderate disagreement values.
The highestMC value belongs tomove up (MCmove up = .54). Most participants proposed either "Move up" (54.17%)
or "go up" (12.5%). The full list of each referent’s top two proposals and the percent of participants proposing them can
be seen in Table 3. For the translational referents "move" was used as the <action> command in either the top or second
place proposal. Move down (MCmove down = 33.33%), which had “drop” as the top proposal, was the only translational
referent that did not have “move” in it. The second-place proposal for move down was “move down” (29.17% proposed).
The referents for move up, left, and right all had the directional term (up, left, right, down) included. Move towards and
move away had either towards, and forward, or away, and back proposed as the <direction> term. This indicates that
aliasing “away” with “back”, and “towards” with “forward”. Aliasing commands has been suggested as being beneficial
when dealing with unimodal speech [37, 61]. Note that these terms are reversible, which was a common trend with
most opposite proposals (e.g. “appear”, “disappear”).For the ro ational referents (pitch, roll, yaw) the averageMCwas 24.31%which is lower than the translations average
MC of 35.42. For each rotation the action was specified by either “spin” or “rotate” in all of the top proposals by
participants (Table 3). This is not unexpected, the terms “roll”, “pitch”, and “yaw” are uncommon in most fields. Pitch
has the most unique mapping of proposals commonly “towards”, “away” for pitch up and “back” for pitch down. Roll
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Table 3. Speech proposals for the speech from the speech block and the speech from the gesture and speech block
Speech from the speech block Speech from the gesture and speech block
Referent Top proposal MC 2nd place MC CDR Top proposal MC 2nd place MC CDR
Create appear 41.67% create 20.83% 0.18 appear 33.33% create 29.17% 0.18
Delete disappear 50% remove 16.67% 0.57 disappear 54.17% make disappear 12.5% 0.33
Enlarge enlarge 37.5% grow 16.67% 0.36 enlarge 25% grow 20.83% 0.56
Move Away move back 25% move away 12.5% 0.38 move back 16.67% push away 16.67% 0.64
Move Down drop 33.33% move down 29.17% 0.44 drop 29.17% move down 16.67% 0.46
Move Left move left 37.5% slide left 20.83% 0.44 move left 25% slide left 16.67% 0.2
Move Right move right 41.67% slide right 20.83% 0.44 move right 20.83% slide right 20.83% 0.33
Move Towards move forward 20.83% move towards 12.5% 0.36 move forward 16.67% move towards 12.5% 0.43
Move Up move up 54.17% go up 12.5% 0.33 move up 41.67% go up 8.33% 0.33
Pitch Down rotate 20.83% rotate towards 16.67% 0.46 spin forward 20.83% rotate towards 16.67% 0.6
Pitch Up rotate away 16.67% spin backward 12.5% 0.5 spin back 16.67% rotate 12.5% 0.43
Roll C spin right 20.83% rotate 16.67% 0.5 rotate 20.83% rotate right 16.67% 0.36
Roll CC spin left 25% rotate left 20.83% 0.4 spin left 25% rotate 16.67% 0.23
Select glow 20.83% highlight 20.83% 0.55 change 25% glow 25% 0.36
Shrink shrink 45.83% minimize 8.33% 0.25 shrink 41.67% make smaller 8.33% 0.23
Yaw Left spin left 33.33% rotate 16.67% 0.62 spin 29.17% rotate left 16.67% 0.36
Yaw Right spin right 29.17% rotate 12.5% 0.78 rotate right 20.83% spin 20.83% 0.6
Legend: C: Clockwise, CC: Counterclockwise, MC: Max-Consensus, CDR: Consensus-Distinct Ratio
and yaw have the terms “left” and “right” for directions. We believe that this ambiguity is solved by adding gestures to
indicate the “spin” direction, or by an expert assigning speech commands such as “spin clockwise” in the roll clockwise.
The referents create and delete had single word commands for the top and second place proposals as well as some
of the higherMC found (MCcreate,delete = 41.67%, 50%). The top proposals were “appear” and “disppear”. These
proposals could be considered similar to the reversible gestures found in this study and others [50, 61]. “Create” appeared
as a second place proposal (20.83%) and “delete” was a third place proposal (12.5%). Shrink (MCshr ink = 45.83%)
also had a high agreement between participants. As did enlarge (MCenlarдe = 37.5%). Select, with its difficulties in
animating had low agreement and high spread of proposals (CDR,MCselect = .55, 21%).
4.2.2 Speech from the multimodal gesture and speech block. A chi-square test of independence showed that there was a
significant association between the block and syntax choice (X 2(4,N = 408) = 10.928,p < 0.03). Participants used a
higher rate of <action> only syntax than found in unimodal speech. <Action> <direction> syntax use was reduced by
7.11%. The rates for the syntax are found in Table 2. Both of the syntax structures that used an <object> specifier were
lower in this block. Most often when an object would have been specified it was replaced by a gesture indicating the
object. This gesture was often reaching out and grabbing or another type of direct manipulation.
The averageMC for the translational referents decreased by 10.33% from the speech block (Figure 3). This was due to
more participants using the <action> syntax. The CDR did increase in the translational referents as well. Participants
had less agreement on the appropriate proposal and the spread of proposals was wider. Even with the differences in
syntax use between blocks, the top choice proposals remained the same.
The rotational averageMC only decreased by 2%, the CDR decreased by 0.113. This means that while agreement
on the top choice proposal was negligibly impacted between blocks, the spread of proposals given in the gesture and
speech block for rotations was narrower than in the speech block. Most of the top choice proposals for translations
changed between the two blocks (Table 3). Some switched from using “spin” to “rotate” or vice versa. As an example,
the proposal for yaw right switched from “spin” to “rotate” while the top proposal for roll clockwise did the opposite. We
take this to mean that the words “rotate” and “spin” are without a clear mapping in participants’ minds. For translations
gesturing removes much of the ambiguity by allowing for a physical motion to indicate the intended rotation direction.
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Most proposals remained the same between the two blocks with slightly different MC rates. There was a shift
in create from the top choice proposal of “appear” from (MCCreate = 41.67) to (MCcreate = 33.33) in the gesture
and speech block. This is captured in an increase of 8.34% in the second choice proposal in the gesture and speech
block. Delete was mostly unchanged in top proposals but did have a decreased CDR (CDRDelete = .33). Meaning
there were less distinct proposals made. Enlarge had a lowerMC and higher CDR in the gesture and speech block
(MC,CDRenlarдe = 37.5%, .56).
4.3 Co-occurring gestures and speech proposals
When looking at pairings of speech and gesture proposals in the gesture and speech block the agreement rates fall
drastically due to the highly nuanced nature of speech. Individually each modality had referents that experienced
high levels of agreement. For gestures refer to Figure 2 and Table 1. For speech consensus refer to Table 3. We feel
that matching common syntax structure with gestures when looking at multimodal gesture and speech interactions
is more beneficial than observing the pairing of utterances with gesture proposals. The speech syntax by block is
shown in Table 2. Gesturing remains consistent in both conditions indicated by a high p-value in a chi-square test
(X 2(49,N = 408) = 10.928,p < 0.247) (Comparing G and GS in Figure 2). The same is true of speech (Compare S and
GS in Table3). This is beneficial in a few ways. In the case of translations and scaling it allows each input to serve as a
back up to the other. Allowing for mutual disambiguation as found by [45]. In the case of rotations, the gesture provides
context on the direction of rotation while the speech was commonly “spin” and a direction. With abstract commands,
the same gesture, a “bloom” gesture, was found for multiple referents. In those cases, speech allows interpretation of
which command is being executed with the gesture.
4.3.1 Timing of co-occurring gestures and speech. In the gesture and speech block the time windows of phases of a
co-occurring gesture and speech interaction were measured based on the time of gesture initiation. These were collected
from videos of the experiment and hand-annotated. The phases used to describe interactions are gesture initiation,
stroke start, speech start, stroke stop, and speech stop. These are taken from McNeil’s segmentation of co-occurring
gesture and speech interactions [33]. The gesture start is the first perceptible movement made by someone. Speech start
is the first perceptible sound being made. For both of those if a false start was found it was discarded and the time of the
next movement was taken. As an example, if a participant said “Ummm” then later said “move”, the time of “move” was
used. A stroke is considered to be the segment of a gesture that holds the information content of the gesture, as well as
the peak of effort in that gesture [33]. Gesture stroke was found by measuring the time of the first visible change in the
direction of the gesture. The stroke stop was the last change in direction and was found by reversing from the end of a
gesture. A full gesture interaction would look like someone starting to move their hand in preparation for a stroke
(gesture start), starting a meaningful gesture (stroke start), then ending the gesture (stroke stop). The hand moves up in
preparation, pushing the object forward, then retracts to its initial state.
Shapiro-Wilks tests show that the time information took a non-normal distribution of each of the phases at (p < .001).
Bonferroni adjusted Wilcoxon rank-sum pairwise comparisons indicate that each phase’s time is significantly different
from each other. The p-values were (p < 0.001) in each comparison except between “stroke start” and “speech start”
which was (p = 0.03). The descriptive statistics for times by the phase of interaction are shown in Table 4.
We find that in this experiment speech nearly always occurs after a gesture is started (Figure 4). The difference in
start time is around 81.667 ms. Importantly, the information content of the gesture, the stroke, starts commonly 90.872
ms after gesture start (Table 4). This means that by watching a gesture’s changes in direction, we can predict when
speech will occur, and when a meaningful message is communicated. Strokes were found to end before speech 23.739
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Fig. 4. Distribution of time from gesture initiation by interaction phase
ms. The total interaction from start to finish was typically 187.566 ms. Most speech proposals were only 2 words so this
relatively short interaction time makes sense. These results are similar to previous work [7, 30], though slightly quicker
Table 4. Time from gesture start for phases of an interaction in milliseconds
Gesture Start Stroke Start Speech Start Stroke Stop Speech Stop
Mean 0 90.872 81.667 163.827 187.566
Standard Deviation 0 70.548 54.743 78.742 80.064
Standard Error 0 3.493 2.710 3.898 3.964
and more granular. These results expand time windows from being formed for pointing gestures only [7], and show
that these time windows follow similar patterns for deictic and manipulative gestures. They also show that gesture and
speech interactions in AR-HMDS have similar timings [32] and patterns of occurrence [54] as in other environments.
5 DISCUSSION
The hand positions found here were similar to the ones observed by Piumsomboon et al. [50]. The gesture proposals
were commonly single-handed. This is similar to findings on multi-touch surfaces [28, 38, 39] and mid-air full-body
studies [42]. For manipulations users often interacted based on that actions real-world corollary. This is evident in the
translation gestures which were predominantly some form of directly pushing the surface of the object. This theme of
interaction was seen with manipulation gestures in previous work [50]. We speculate that the similarities in proposals
were due to the object being rendered in the participant’s real-world view by use of optical see-through AR. With
that, users would interact based on their interpretations of naÃŕve physics when possible [22]. This was mostly true
for rotations which were accomplished by either grabbing some part of the object and moving their hand in circle
motions as also seen in Piumsomboon et al.’s study [50]. The exception to these similarities is in the occurrence of
“index extended” circular motions as an indirect gesture.
Scaling was often a two-handed pinch and drag gesture which was more common than touch screen “zoom in”
and “zoom out” gestures. Grabbing the corners or sides of an object would correspond with how a mental model of a
stretchable object would be manipulated. This gesture was seen for scaling on an axis in [50]. Similarities in gesture
proposals between these studies start disappearing as the referents become more abstract. This can be seen when
comparing the proposals for delete which was a “grasping” gesture in other work [50] and a “bloom” gesture here.
That most of these gesture proposals extend across two studies and two-time points is a strong indication that these
gestures and hand poses should be candidates for inclusion in future AR interaction systems. This study did not ask
participants to reserve proposals for a single interaction (i.e., a bloom could be used for create and for select). Redundantly
mapped proposals showed up more in the abstract referents. In the work of Piumsomboon et al. participants were asked
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to refrain from redundantly mapping inputs [50]. The similarities of proposals between these works show that requiring
unique interactions may not have greatly impacted many of the gesture proposals [50]. An interesting, redundantly
mapped gesture was the “index swipe” which was used for both yaw and move up/down.
We feel that the combination of high levels of agreement for translations in the gesture block and the tendency to
have more unique proposals given in the gesture and speech block indicate that unimodal gestures are well suited for
object manipulations. While rotations had a high number of single-hand “grab and rotate” gestures, many were indirect
manipulations using a index finger and tracing a circle. For these, a non-isomorphic gesture seem well suited. The most
agreed-upon proposals for manipulations were all reversible gestures. Indicating a preference for reversible gestures
which mirrors previous work [50, 61].
Some of these direct manipulations were implemented and tested against a gesture+speech interface in the work of
Piumsomboon et al. [49]. The findings were similar to the user stated expectations observed here. When specific degrees
or units were needed participants indicated a preference for speech. For most basic or single object manipulations,
gesture seemed preferred across both studies [49]. Peoples’ preference for multimodal interactions typically increases as
a task’s cognitive load increases [46] or the task’s complexity increases [49]. We expect that if more complex referents
were used the user stated preference for multimodal interactions would have been higher.
Gestures showed less usability for the create and delete referents. Speech had more clarity in these cases with common
utterance being “appear” and “disappear”. Gesture proposals for abstract referents were consistently the “bloom” gesture,
which was proposed for many referents, and thus hard to interpret without additional context. Speech show more
promise for use with abstract commands and conceptually difficult actions that do not map well to a user’s mental
model. An example would be opening a new browser window, which was not tested here. Speech proposals for both
create and delete had high agreement, emphasizing this strength.
When used together gestures and speech provide different benefits based on the type of referent being executed.
For translations and scaling this was commonly redundancy, which allows for error correction in a recognizer system.
For rotations, this pairing allows a clear communication of the desire to rotate then clarifying the direction with a
co-occurring gesture. This allows for intuitive interactions with mutual disambiguation with information from the
complementary channel. An added benefit of allowing speech and gesture for rotations is the ability for participants to
communicate the degrees of rotation, allowing for more accurate interactions.
In the speech condition participants preferred to use <action> <direction> or <action> <object> <direction>
syntax over complete sentences. Implying that both unimodal and multimodal speech utterances are syntactically
simplified compared to conversational speech [44]. This is seen as saying “move” and “finger flicking” in the direction
of the intended movement. In either case, the intended <action> was present indicating that full natural language
processing may not be necessary for basic multimodal interactions.
This work contributes to findings on multimodal interactions and touches on some of the potential pitfalls of referent
display which would cause reproduction to be difficult, as mentioned by Villarreal-Narvaez et al. [59]. The impact of
referent display on proposals is seen most saliently in the low AR for the select referent which often received high
AR in prior studies [43, 50]. The timing information and patterns here provide insight into the formation of these
interactions and extends the timing windows constructed by Lee et al. [30] by adding the phase of the interaction by
the time of that phases initiation. This study gathers proposals within each modality allowing for comparison against
gesture only studies [50], while also contributing to the less common multimodal elicitation literature [27, 37].
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6 DESIGN GUIDELINES
Instead of directly proposing a single set of consensus interactions within each modality we have chosen to show
the distribution of interactions. By looking at these distributions a picture of trends across the top few proposals can
be seen. For some referents, such as the translational referents, the top gesture in the gesture and the gesture and
speech block matched (Figure 2). For translations often the top proposal was a reversible swiping gesture for moving
the object in the x-axis and y-axis and an index extended swipe for movement on the z-axis. The speech proposals in
these cases were also reversible (Figure 3). The first choice in all translations except move down was to say “move” and
then a direction. For move down people commonly said “drop”. Create and destroy followed the same pattern with a
reversible bloom gesture either starting closed then opening or starting open then closing and the utterances “appear”,
and “disappear”. For most gestures, a bi-manual version that was a symmetric two-handed version of the uni-manual
proposal was also proposed (i.e. pushing with one open hand versus pushing with two).
Most gestures were based on the participants’ understanding of naive physics, meaning how they perceived an
object would react to an interaction as it would in the real world. Most variations occurred within specific hand poses
but not the larger movements of the hand/arm. As such we recommend aliasing manipulative gestures across hand
positions (open hand, pinch, grab) based on the type of movement. A second consideration should be made on the
inclusion of bi-manual gestures. while not found in abundance here, other work [27, 50] has found evidence that users
may gravitate towards using them in other domains and with larger objects [51, 55].
Other referents had less consistency. In the case of shrink and enlarge a “bloom” gesture and two handed “pinch
and drag” gestures were common. In this case, we would suggest reserving the “bloom” gesture for create / delete and
allowing “grab and pull” and scaling as seen both here and in earlier work [50]. The top speech proposals for scaling
were more agreed upon and should be implemented as well. Those were the reversible pair “enlarge”, and “shrink”.
Rotational referents other than roll clockwise have high levels of disagreement among proposals. “spin” and “flip” should
be enabled as action selection words then a gesture should be allowed for controlling the direction of the rotation.
Direct manipulations should be allowed when possible, especially for basic manipulations. Speech and gesture
as multimodal interactions showed promise in areas where one or the other input lacked and should be included.
Implementing a system such that it has an internal model of functionality that aligns with what most participants
formed as their mental model of functionality would increase the user’s chances of guessing the inputs. This would be
most easily achieved with direct manipulations, which in this study were often very close to their real-world corollary.
Participants seldom used full sentences or referred to the object being manipulated (Table 2). Due to that word
spotting should be sufficient for most tasks. Only two participants used full sentences and those sentences followed the
<action> <object> <direction> syntax with prepositional terms added (e.g. “move to the right” compared to “move
right”). In either command, the actual information content is held in the <action> <direction> terms which could be
spotted. The use of simple commands when possible was also observed by [30].
The windows built around co-occurring interactions are incredibly useful to systems needing to decipher interactions.
With segmenting interactions based on the first movement of a gesture, the transition into the stroke phase, the
information content of both the speech and the gesture portions of the interaction can be found. In this study gestures
nearly always preceded speech (405/408 proposals). Most commonly speech was around 81.67 milliseconds after a
gesture initiated. The stroke was often 90.87 milliseconds after the start of a gesture. Both of those phases represent
the initiation of the actual information content of the interaction. The back end of these interactions is slightly less
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concrete. Often the end of a gesture preceded the end of an utterance. A system could be designed to use a time-out
window after which the speech would be considered a separate interaction.
7 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
By choosing to show animations for referents the gesture proposed may be biased to follow the animations shown.
This choice was made to preserve the value of the speech proposals with pilot studies that showed speech was less
impacted when showing the animations of the referents as opposed to the text. This study only allowed one proposal
per referent per block. Having participants propose more than one interaction may have generated interactions that
they felt more well suited to the referents. This study only showed a single virtual object at a time, which would impact
the selection phase of any interaction. To help compensate for this we used the referent select independently.
For the rotational referents participants would sometimes use misaligned gestures and speech. They might say
“roll clockwise” and perform a counterclockwise movement with their hand. Multimodal systems can suffer from
compounding errors caused by incorrect recognition, or mismatched interactions such as the ones seen in this study
[6]. These errors could take more time than standard uni-modal errors to correct or cause compounding errors when a
second error is made during an attempt to correct the first.
8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Several questions remain unanswered. If there were more than one object shown the gesture results would show more
selection gestures. The choice of an object used could also impact the production of interactions. If a larger object or a
differently shaped object was presented the hand postures used may differ. Future work should involve testing the
proposals found here against ones produced by text-based referents to assess the impact of referent display.
Compound errors in uni-modal text entry systems cause a generally linear increase in correction time [3]. Recent
work has shown that improved error correction methods can reduce the time it takes users to reconcile text entry
errors, decreasing the overall amount the user is slowed down by the error correction process [1]. Further work is
needed to examine whether this holds true for multimodal interactions.
This work presents a within-subjects elicitation study across three input modalities (gestures, speech, and co-
occurring gesture and speech). By examining each modality independently direct comparisons between the changes in
speech and gesture from unimodal interactions to multimodal interactions are shown. Trends in gesture proposals are
shown at a granular level. Highlighting that while there is often disagreement in proposals given, that disagreement
manifests as variations in with similar underlying formations. In gestures, this was a variation of the hand position
and not in the gross movement. In speech, this disagreement is seen as consistency in the <direction> phrases used
and minor variations in the <action> phrase (e.g. “move” to “go”). While a singular mapping of the top proposals
would yield a consensus set that is discoverable to most users, by aliasing and understanding the likely variations in
interactions, a larger percentage of users’ natural interaction preferences can be captured.
This work extends the work of linguists [26, 33, 36], and the work of computer scientists [5, 7, 15, 31] into AR-HMD
building environments. Timing windows based on the phases of co-occurring gesture and speech interactions as
described by McNeil [33] have been constructed. Showing that in HCI the gesture stroke is closely aligned with the
information content of both the gesture and the utterance given. These windows can be used to construct more accurate
multimodal fusion models.
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